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DOCUMENTARY

The Tasmanian Breath of Fresh Air (BOFA) Film 
Festival brings great stories and people together.  
We’ve searched the world for stories that intrigue, 
inspire and invite conversation. 

BOFA is about ideas and change.  We’ve found films 
that question today’s world and how we, its citizens, 
choose to live in it. 

BOFA is about personal challenge. We’ve gathered 
stories of the ways we test ourselves in life, in love 
and in the wild.  

BOFA is serious about having fun. Join us at the 
Village Cinemas, in the heart of Launceston. We’re 
laying out the red carpet, putting on parties every 
night and screening in comfortable theatres with 
the highest quality projection.

Choose and enjoy your favourite stories from:

FEATURES:  Outstanding features from the world’s 
best film festivals

OUR STORIES: The best of Australian and Tasmanian 
films telling our stories

DOCUMENTARIES:  Docos that will provoke, inspire 
and entertain.

EAT/DRINK/LIVE: From the vineyards of France to 
sustainable living in Australia.

CALL OF THE WILD:  Stories of extreme adventures 
in the mountains, the sea and air

DISRUPTIVE:  Tales of terrorism, social media, gender 
identity and the future of work!

IF YOU ARE A TRAVELLER NOT A TOURIST, A 
DOER NOT A COUCH POTATO AND SOMEONE 
WHO LOVES MIXING WITH PEOPLE LIKE YOU, 
THEN JOIN US FOR BOFA 2O18!

CONTACT BOFA

Owen Tilbury 

Festival Director, 

director@breath-of-fresh-air.com.au 

M. 0407 501 287

BOFA 2O18. 
BRINGING GREAT STORIES TOGETHER

“ “
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163 Brisbane St, Launceston TAS 7250
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FEATURES

FEATURES are supported by S. Group. This young, 
dynamic company is a multi-disciplinary studio 
integrating Architecture, alongside Brand & 
Marketing services. Like BOFA, they believe that 
the power of creativity can create change and 
enrich the world we live in. Their support makes it 
possible to bring you some of the finest feature 
films made around the globe in the past 12 months.
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OPENING NIGHT RED CARPET
LET THE SUNSHINE IN

AFTER PARTY
You’ll come out of Let the Sunshine In feeling sexier and smarter, so where 

better to enjoy drinks and sophisticated canapes than Henry’s, one of 

Launceston’s most sophisticated dining and function venues. With a 

French themed evening ahead dress up in your best continental finery and 

party on at Henry’s with good friends, fellow Francophiles and film-lovers. 

And it’s only 7 minutes walk away (almost as fast as by car)!

After Party $35. Book at henrysafterparty.eventbrite.com.au

DIRECTOR:  CLAIRE DENIS FEATURE/FRANCE/2O17

Luminously headlined by Juliette Binoche, Claire Denis’s delightful foray 

into romantic comedy retains all the director’s signature sensual delicacy.  

Unhappily divorced and 50ish artist Isabelle (Binoche) has certainly tangled 

with her fair share of men, yet persists in a repeatedly waylaid search for 

true love. The loose, airy narrative knits together a series of her dalliances 

with men of various shapes, types, ages and neuroses, with nothing in 

common save for the fact that they have nothing in common with Isabelle 

either. A Binoche tour de force, backed by a hand-picked ensemble 

(including Gerard Depardieu) makes sure no passing glance goes to waste.

What a stylish treat this film is. It leaves you feeling sexier and smarter. 

A sophisticated delight. 

       Guardian

THURSDAY 7:OOPM RUNNING TIME:  94 MINS
CINEMA 1

“

“
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Open breakfast, lunch and dinner

Book yourself a table now!
6331 6835

OPEN BREAKFAST, LUNCH AND DINNER
Thursday - Saturday

BOOK YOURSELF A TABLE NOW
6331 6835

WHERE TO EAT/DRINK
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POP AYESCHOOL OF LIFE

THURSDAY 4:3OPMTHURSDAY 2:OOPM RUNNING TIME:  1O4 MINSRUNNING TIME:  116 MINS

DIRECTOR:  KIRSTEN TANDIRECTOR:  NICOLAS VANIER FEATURE / THAILAND / 2O17FEATURE / FRANCE / 2O17

This unique road trip film from Thailand was the Opening Night feature at 

Sundance.  Discontented middle-aged architect Thana wanders out of his 

Bangkok office and, as an expression of midlife angst, buys an elephant 

he’s convinced is his long-lost childhood pet, Pop Aye. Itching to upend his 

too-comfortable existence, he sets off on foot with Pop Aye for a visit to 

the home of his uncle. Thana’s journey is less about where he’s going than 

what he’s leaving behind. On his hilarious road trip, Thana learns that there 

aren’t many places in modern society where an elephant fits comfortably.

Paris 1930. Nine year old Paul, from an austere orphanage in Paris, is 

entrusted to Célestine, a cheerful country lady and her husband, Borel, the 

game-keeper of a vast estate in Sologne that is owned by the Count of 

Fresnaye. The Count tolerates poachers on the estate but Borel 

relentlessly hunts down the most cunning of them – a man named Totoche, 

although never quite able to catch him in the act. When Paul meets the 

famous Totoche, the rebellious city boy joins the school of life, learning 

about nature and its secrets. But there is one secret he does not yet know 

– it is no coincidence that he has been brought there.

The thinking person’s feel-good film of the summer.  

       Washington Post

The photography is truly breathtaking, the colours and sounds sit at the 

heart of the plot. Happiness grows where we plant it.

       Daily Movies

CINEMA 1CINEMA 1

“
“

“
“
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EDIE

FRIDAY 7:3OPM SATURDAY  12:OOPM RUNNING TIME:  1O2 MINS

DIRECTOR:  SIMON HUNTER

Sheila Hancock delivers an acting master class in Edie, an inspiring tale 

of strength, courage and refusing to bow down to expectations. After 

the death of her controlling husband and a lifetime of being worn down by 

others Edie’s response is to fulfil a childhood dream to climb Suilven, one of 

Scotland’s most formidable mountains. Plagued with doubts and physical 

health scares, Edie finds support in a local young man and they become the 

unlikeliest of friends The stark beauty of rural Scotland makes a 

staggering canvas for the climbing scenes when Edie embarks upon 

Suilven through brutal weather conditions and Hunter directs these scenes 

with a nerve-shredding tension.  Hancock delivers a sublime performance 

that touches a deep emotional nerve, whilst managing to be 

simultaneously amusing and gentle. 

A cinematic delight....a much-needed tonic for tired minds, bodies and souls.  

Australian Premiere screening

FEATURE / UK / 2O17

CINEMA 3 CINEMA 2

“

“

FEATURE



LEAN ON PETEGOD’S OWN COUNTRY

SATURDAY 4:45PMSUNDAY 12:3OPM RUNNING TIME:  121 MINSRUNNING TIME:  1O4 MINS

DIRECTOR:  ANDREW HAIGHDIRECTOR:  FRANCIS LEE FEATURE / UK / 2O17FEATURE / UK / 2O17

Adapted from the novel by Willy Vautin, Lean On Pete tells the story of 15 

year old Charley Thompson (Charlie Plummer) and his adopted racehorse, 

Lean On Pete. As the son of a casually employed single father, he dreams 

of a new start in a summer job with a washed-up horse trainer where he 

befriends Lean On Pete. Andrew Haigh (45 Years at BOFA 2014) focuses 

on this makeshift hobo family as it zig zags from one racetrack to another. 

But tensions are mounting; Pete’s time is up and Charlie can’t let him go. 

So, he absconds with the horse under the cover of darkness! Lean On Pete 

is a must-see for anyone who loves animals and the wide-open skies of 

north-west USA.

A remarkable debut from Yorkshire director Francis Lee.  Johnny Saxby 

works long hours in brutal isolation on his family’s remote farm in the north 

of England. He numbs the daily frustration of his lonely existence with 

nightly binge-drinking at the local pub and casual sex. When a handsome 

Romanian migrant worker arrives to take up temporary work on the family 

farm, Johnny suddenly finds himself having to deal with emotions he has 

never felt before. An intense relationship forms between the two, which 

could change Johnny’s life forever.  Although this fine film reminds one of 

Brokeback Mountain, it is a very British love story, bursting at the seams 

with unspoken emotions, unvoiced fears about the future, and a readiness 

to displace every emotion into hard physical work.

Charlie Plummer’s break-out performance is remarkable.

       Hollywood Reporter

A stunning love story that in its finest moments is pure poetry.  

       Empire

CINEMA 3CINEMA 3

“
“

“
“
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THE SQUARE

SATURDAY 7:15PM
CINEMA 3

RUNNING TIME:  142 MINS

DIRECTOR:  ROBERT OSLUND

One of the International festival hits of the year, from Director Ruben 

Ostlund (Force Majeur at BOFA 2014), and starring Elisabeth Moss (Mad 

Men, The Handmaid’s Tale) and Claes Bang (The Bridge, Borgen). Meet 

Christian, the respected curator of a prestigious contemporary art gallery 

who is on the verge of opening his new show The Square - an installation 

which invites passers-by to examine their willingness to help others. But 

disaster strikes when Christian’s phone is stolen, his new performance 

art piece turns dangerously awry, and his marketing campaign goes viral 

for all the wrong reasons, with hilarious results.  The Square is the most 

talked-about film of the season, a laugh-out-loud comedy for the modern 

age and a merciless satire of modern art, hypocrisy and fragile male ego. 

A satire of the art world where pretension, elitism, greed and crass 

stupidity hold sway. It will knock the wind out of you...  

       Rolling Stone

Outlandishly funny and biting. 

       Time Magazine

Winner of the Palme d’Or at Cannes Film Festival

FEATURE / SWEDEN / 2O17

“

“

“

“

FEATURE
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C A N  T A K E  T H E  L E A D  I N  F I X I N G
P R O B L E M S  &  E M B R A C I N G

O P P O R T U N I T I E S

C A N  T A K E  T H E  L E A D  I N  F I X I N G  
P R O B L E M S  &  E M B R A C I N G  

O P P O R T U N I T I E S

.

OUR STORIES

OUR STORIES 
is supported by Community Led Impact 
Partnerships (CLIP). Launceston- based CLIP 
believes that the community  - made up of locals, 
businesses, groups  and government – can make 
a difference by working together and not leaving 
issues to others.  CLIP has developed a free Field 
Guide (clipguide.net) to help people create their own 
stories by making a difference in their community.

BOFA FILM FESTIVAL 2O18 11
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OUR STORIES

RED CARPET SCREENING - WITH SPECIAL GUEST WENDY WHITELEY
WHITELEY

*Followed by a Q & A with Brett Whiteley’s widow and muse Wendy

MEET WENDY WHITELEY AT DESIGN TASMANIA (5 – 7PM)

Join us at Design Tasmania, corner Brisbane and Tamar Streets, 

Launceston, for drinks and snacks plus the chance to meet Wendy 

Whiteley. Wendy will speak about Brett Whiteley’s legacy and the film that 

is showing that evening at BOFA, plus give us her thoughts on the current 

state of visual arts and funding in Australia.  National Association of Visual 

Arts board member Pippa Dickson, will also speak.

Cocktail Party $35. Book at wendywhiteley.eventbrite.com.au

Wendy Whiteley stays at the Hatherley Birrell Collection, 

luxury boutique art accommodation.

Robur Farm Dairy and Pyengana Dairy award winning cheese supplied by The Tasmanian 

Food Co.   thetasmanianfoodco.com.au   #prideofplate    Wines by Goaty Hill Wines.

DIRECTOR:  JAMES BOGLE DOCUMENTARY / AUSTRALIA / 2O17

WHITELEY is a visual journey into the private life and creative legacy of 

Australia’s most iconic contemporary artist, Brett Whiteley, told “in his own 

words” using personal letters, notebooks and photographs, 

interwoven with reconstructions, animations, archival interviews and rare 

footage. Director James Bogle uses Whiteley’s own dazzling canvasses 

as a touchstone for this exploration of the man who has become almost 

indistinguishable from the myth. Margaret Pomeranz gave Whiteley her 

first-ever 5-Star review.

This exemplary documentary — one of the finest produced on home soil in 

recent times, is a comprehensive cinematic chronicle of the extraordinary 

life, times and art of the late Australian painter Brett Whiteley

       Herald Sun

FRIDAY 8:3O PM RUNNING TIME:  9O MINS
CINEMA 2

“ “



INDIGO LAKETHAT’S NOT ME

SUNDAY 1O:OOAM
SATURDAY 1O:OOAM

RUNNING TIME:  93 MINS
RUNNING TIME:  85 MINS

DIRECTOR:  MARTIN SIMPSONDIRECTOR:  GREGORY ERDSTEIN FEATURE / AUSTRALIA / 2O17FEATURE / AUSTRALIA / 2O17

Indigo Lake, written and directed by Martin Simpson, is a Sydney-set 

neo-noir thriller in which celebrated artist Jack Zeffa is hired by gangster 

nightclub owner Bill Kazak to paint a portrait of his wife Ruby. As Jack paints 

Ruby a bond develops between them and as it deepens so do the jealous 

Bill’s suspicions, eventually over-flowing into domestic violence against 

Ruby. Facing death, the lovers develop a plan to kill the husband first by 

drugging him and driving him in his car into Indigo Lake. But murder is not 

as easy as it’s painted. In a gripping story of murderous adultery, the film 

explores the deeper theme of what an artist must sacrifice to make ‘real’ 

art.

*Followed by a Q & A with director, Martin Simpson.

Polly’s dreams of making it as an actor are shattered when her identical 

twin sister Amy lands the lead role in a huge TV show. Mistaken for her 

famous sister at every turn, Polly decides to use Amy’s celebrity for her 

own advantage--free clothes, free booze, casual sex... with hilarious and 

disastrous consequences for them both. Raw and refreshing in its humour, 

That’s Not Me is a feel-good comedy about the difference between failure 

and disappointment. We can’t all be Oscar winners. Not everyone will make 

it. But is that such a bad thing?

Winner Best Foreign Feature – London Independent Film Awards

Winner – Best Thriller - Los Angeles Film AwardsA low-budget film with oodles of charm, fairly bursting with comedy, 

humanity and interesting ideas.

       The Age

CINEMA 2
CINEMA 2

“
“
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RED CARPET SCREENING
THE TALE OF RUBY ROSE  

*Followed by a Q & A with writer/director Roger Scholes and star Chris Haywood.

AFTER PARTY
Join the cast and crew for light refreshments (free) at the After-Party at 
The Plough Inn, Brisbane Street

HIGH COUNTRY DAY ON THE KINGSWAY
A Day on the Kingsway on Sunday 20th will feature music and 8 stalls with 
the best to drink, eat and live. The Tale of Ruby Rose will come to life at the 
A Day in the Kingsway with a FREE high-country photo exhibition, shingle 
splitting, hut building, camp cooking demonstration, heritage clothes 
making and story-tellers.  A discussion will also be held at TasTAFE’s 
Drysdale campus, 93 Paterson Street, on the role of the traditional 
custodians of our land’s fire-stick cultivation methods in a time of climate 
change and the potential for disastrous highland fires. 

SEE PAGE 33 FOR ALL THE DETAILS.

RED CARPET SCREENING: 3OTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FILM’S PREMIERE

SPECIAL GUESTS: STAR CHRIS HAYWOOD & WRITER/DIRECTOR, ROGER SCHOLES DIRECTOR:  ROGER SCHOLES FEATURE / AUSTRALIA / 1987

The winner of several international Festival Awards, The Tale of Ruby Rose 

is just as powerful today as when it was first screened in 1988. The year is 

1933. Ruby Rose is an Australian woman living, isolated in her tiny house, 

with her husband Henry in the Tasmanian highlands. Ruby is terrified of the 

dark, convinced that it brings evil and death. She has pieced together her 

own religion based on the struggle between light and darkness. Looking 

for answers, she begins a dangerous journey down to the valley. A powerful 

story and stunning cinematography of the Tasmanian Highlands makes this 

Tasmanian classic a must-see.

Unforgettably powerful, richly rewarding - visually flawless with fine 

performances.

      The Age

SATURDAY 7:3OPM RUNNING TIME:  1OO MINS
CINEMA 2

“
“
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 www.launcestonairport.com.au

DOCUMENTARY

DOCUMENTARY is supported by Launceston Airport. 
Film brings the world to you, Launceston Airport 
takes you to the world. In recent years, 
Launceston Airport has invested more than $20 
million in putting our airport in the top 12 in 
Australia for passenger numbers, and in 2017 won 
the Australian Airport Association’s ‘Major Airport of 
the Year’ Award for the third time in a row – an 
Australian first!.  Launceston Airport, which 
connects the city to the world, has made it possible 
for BOFA to bring you the world’s best documentary 
films for this year’s Festival.

BOFA FILM FESTIVAL 2O18 15
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FACES, PLACESPECKING ORDER

FRIDAY 2:3OPMTHURSDAY 1O:OOAM RUNNING TIME:  89MINSRUNNING TIME:  88 MINS

DIRECTOR:  AGNÈS VARDA .DIRECTOR:  SLAVKO MARTINOV DOCUMENTARY / FRANCE / 2O18DOCUMENTARY / NEW ZEALAND / 2O17

Ride along with legendary New Wave director Agnès Varda, 89,  and the 

young French street artist JR, whose habit of superimposing massive 

images of faces and eyes on public surfaces has made him a star. The 

unlikely companions embark on a road trip - a tour de France in JR’s 

customized van – and in the process learn about each other’s quirky 

views on life.  What Varda and JR discover — and what “Faces and Places” 

celebrates with such brio and bracing humor — are the farms and factories 

where everyday people make their living and create their lives. Inviting 

these citizens into their project, they paste their enormous portraits onto 

houses, trains, barns, town squares suggesting that farmers and factory 

workers are just as worthy of admiration as princes and politicians.

Join members of the Christchurch Poultry, Bantam and Pigeon Club in 

the lead up to the NZ National Championships, as they battle history and 

each other in a quest for glory and for the love of their birds. Meet Doug 

the determined Club President, Rhys the young upstart, Sarah the chicken 

whisperer, Brian the loveable champion, Ian the exacting judge and more. 

Pecking Order is a hilarious, unique, heart-warming slice of Kiwiana, which 

will delight and surprise audiences of all ages.

A film of sheer joy, its exuberance surpassed only by its tenderness and 

purity of purpose  

       Washington Post

A quirkily entertaining, and often hilarious documentary about the world 

of competitive chicken breeding -  the judging of this chicken beauty 

contest is a joy to watch.  

       Guardian

CINEMA 1 CINEMA 3

“ “ “
“



“Last Men in Aleppo” tells the human story of two men caught up in the 

ongoing catastrophe that is the Syrian civil war. They are members of a 

White Helmet unit: Khaled, a boisterous family man and Mahmoud, a quiet 

man uncomfortable with any displays of heroism. As they walk the city, 

they constantly survey the skies for sounds of helicopters, and, after they 

hear of an attack, they rush towards the wreckage where they search 

for bodies. They’re plagued by insufficient resources and near constant 

obstacles but when they’re off the clock they crack jokes and complete 

personal projects, like a makeshift pond.  Aleppo will always be their home, 

and as long as it’s under siege, people like Khaled and Mahmoud will be 

there to protect it.

LAST MEN IN ALEPPO
BUENA VISTA SOCIAL 
CLUB ADIOS

SUNDAY 11:3OAM
FRIDAY 5:OOPM

RUNNING TIME:  1O4 MINS
RUNNING TIME:  11O MINS

DIRECTOR:  FERAS FAYYARDDIRECTOR:  LUCY WALKER DOCUMENTARY / DENMARK-SYRIA / 2O17DOCUMENTARY / USA / 2O17

The 1997 album “Buena Vista Social Club” and the subsequent film, made 

international stars out of several  Cuban musicians who had thought that 

time and the world had passed them by. This is both an exemplary sequel 

and a vital, informative companion piece which chronicles the late-life 

careers of the “Buena Vista” stars, many of whom have since died, and puts 

the music in its social and historical contexts. Lucy Walker’s film reveals 

the ambivalence with which some of the musicians viewed newfound fame 

while celebrating their deep-seated love of their unique Cuban music.

Viscerally immediate, exquisitely realized portrait of the Syrian Civil 

Defense’s “White Helmet” volunteers  

       Variety

Centre stage is the music itself and the characters are so brilliant you’d 

struggle not to be swept up in it all.  

       Time Out

CINEMA 3
CINEMA 4

“
“

“
“
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NAMATJIRA PROJECTJANE

SATURDAY 5:15PMSUNDAY 2:3O PM RUNNING TIME:  87 MINSRUNNING TIME:  9O MINS

DIRECTOR:  SERA DAVIESDIRECTOR:  BRETT MORGEN DOCUMENTARY / NETHERLANDS / 2O17DOCUMENTARY / US / 2O17

 Albert Namatjira died broke in 1959, the most famous Aborigine in the 

land, but his descendants received no royalties from the reproduction of 

his paintings, as the copyright had been bought by publisher Legend Press 

for a paltry $8,500. The film’s title comes from a collaboration between 

NW Tasmanian social change organisation Big hART, which has been run by 

Scott Rankin (2018 Tasmanian of the Year) for 25 years, and the families of 

Namatjira and Rex Battarbee, the white Australian artist who taught Albert 

how to use watercolours in the 1930s. From the remote Australian desert 

to the opulence of Buckingham Palace - Namatjira Project is the iconic 

story of the Namatjira family, tracing their quest for justice. 

*Followed by a Q & A with Scott Rankin of Big hART (2018 Tasmanian of the Year)

In 1960, a young British woman with no scientific background was chosen 

to undertake research on chimpanzees in Gombe, Tanzania. It was a project 

that would radically change our thinking on primate behaviour – and make us 

realise how similar we and they are. Jane Goodall is as poised, articulate and 

engaging in her 80s as she was in her fearless 20s, living alongside animals 

who, as director Morgen bluntly points out, could have ripped her face off. 

This fascinating portrait of the woman and her work draws from 140 hours 

of extraordinary rediscovered 16mm. film from the National Geographic 

archive. The colour-saturated footage has a lush, heightened quality, which is 

complemented by a tumbling score by Philip Glass. Jane provides real insight 

into a personality whose life has been lived on the edge.

Namatjira film tells a profoundly moving story. Four stars.

       Sydney Morning Herald

CINEMA 2CINEMA 4

An absorbing trip Into the wild with Jane Goodall

       New York Times“
“

“

“



CLOSING NIGHT FILM
MAMIL
DIRECTOR:  NICKOLAS BIRD &
  ELEANOR SHARPE

DOCUMENTARY / AUSTRALIA / 2O17

A project begun in 2013 as a focus on a year in the life of a Victorian 

country club soon outgrew this concept as Bird, a self-confessed MAMIL 

himself, went on to profile Australian, American and English cycling clubs. 

Bird and Sharpe reveal that there is a lot more to this recreational 

endeavour – it’s not just a hobby; it is obsession, intense mateship and, 

as one MAMIL quipped, a spiritual need.  Tension is built as riders face 

individual challenges beyond the expected mid-life crisis. Cancer, MS and 

spinal injuries take precedence over the threats of obesity, anxiety and 

depression, countered by camaraderie in a duality of health and wellbeing 

tours. This is a film that will connect with anyone who enjoys a ride but it is 

also a film that explores the tribal elements of privileged human behaviour.

MAMIL - Middle Aged Men In Lycra – a term synonymous with bulging 

body parts, weekend jaunts and obligatory café coffee shots – hits the 

big time in this feature-length documentary.

      Adelaide Film Festival

SUNDAY 5:3OPM RUNNING TIME:  1O4 MINS
CINEMA 3

“ “
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DOCUMENTARY

EAT / DRINK / LIVE

EAT / DRINK / LIVE is supported by The Plough 
Inn. Built in 1831 the inn has been re-modelled to 
expose the original 1830s fireplace and walls with 
convict-made bricks, timber and wrought iron. The 
Plough Inn is situated directly across from the 
Village Cinemas Launceston and is the site for 
Launceston Film Society functions.  The upstairs 
lounge has been set aside as the perfect spot for 
conversations with friends after a film, a coffee, 
drink, a snack or a more substantial meal!

20



BACK TO BURGUNDY

FRIDAY 12:OOPM RUNNING TIME:  113 MINS

DIRECTOR:  CEDRIC KLAPISCH

There are two things that the French not only love but also take very 

seriously: their films and their vino.  In Back to Burgundy Jean returns to the 

family’s Burgundy vineyard from Australia, leaving his own family and 

vineyard to visit the dying father whose influence he fled 10 years earlier. 

His sister, Juliette, now runs the wine business but as a woman she 

struggles to be taken seriously; the youngest brother, Jérémie is 

browbeaten by an overbearing father-in-law. Wine flows through the veins 

of all three but they have to re-build their relationship and trust as a family 

again as Inheritance Tax has to be paid on the astronomically valuable 

estate. The story is set in and around the family winery over the course 

of roughly four seasons and two harvests, with the gorgeous landscapes 

showcased in everything from time-lapse photography to overhead shots, 

drone footage and seasonal side-by-side split-screen.  A visually stunning 

look behind the scenes at Burgundy villages, vineyards and winemaking.

Story strands intertwine like vines in this engaging family drama 

about three siblings who inherit their family’s winery in Burgundy - 

an easy-drinking vintage of a movie 

       Guardian

FEATURE / FRANCE / 2O17

CINEMA 3

“ “
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EAT / DRINK / LIVE

FOOD FIGHTERSUZY AND THE SIMPLE MAN

SATURDAY  12:15PMTHURSDAY  12:OOPM RUNNING TIME:  86 MINSRUNNING TIME:  91 MINS

DIRECTOR:  DAN GOLDBERGDIRECTOR:  IAN DARLING, WITH SUZY
& JON MUIR

DOCUMENTARY / AUSTRALIA / 2O18DOCUMENTARY / AUSTRALIA / 2O17

Ronni Kahn, founder of OzHarvest, is taking on politicians and big business 

to expose an inconvenient truth: that four million tonnes of edible food 

is discarded in landfill in Australia every year. Filmed over two years and 

across four continents, ‘Food Fighter’ follows Ronni’s crusade as she 

partners with the United Nations, rubs shoulders with royalty and Jamie 

Oliver, rifles through dumpster bins and holds government to account. In 

the end, it reveals what sort of individual it takes to effect such profound 

change globally.

Presented in partnership with the Human Rights 

and Arts Film Festival

*Followed by a Q & A with Ronni Kahn. See page 33 for details about a Big 
Picture Discussion on food hubs, waste and education featuring Ronni Kahn, 
Suzy Muir and other speakers.

Eight years in the making, this intimate yet funny and uplifting film features 

Suzy and her adventurer husband Jon Muir, who live a simple life off the 

grid growing their own food. Sustainability is not for the ignorant or faint 

of heart, but with enviable patience, hard labour, knowledge and skill they 

have grown a garden of riches. Just when all seems perfect, life takes an 

unexpected turn and they confront their greatest challenge yet, Suzy’s 

health.  Suzy & The Simple Man is a modest story with big questions at its 

heart: our relationship to each other, to nature and to other creatures, the 

care of the planet and ourselves, and confronting our own mortality.

*Followed by a Q & A with Suzy Muir. See page 33 for details about a Big Picture 
Discussion on food hubs, waste and education and featuring Suzy Muir, Ronni 
Kahn and other speakers

CINEMA 3CINEMA 1



THE OTHER SIDE OF HOPE

SATURDAY 2:3OPM RUNNING TIME:  1OO MINS

DIRECTOR:  AKI KAURISMÄKI

Generous Wikström (Sakari Kuosmanen), wins a poker game and buys a 

decrepit restaurant (the delightfully rubbish Golden Pint, a single painting 

of Jimi Hendrix adorning its otherwise bare walls) with his prize money. “I’ve 

always been interested in restaurants, theoretically speaking,” he admits. 

Displaced Syrian Khaled lands in Helsinki as a stowaway and after being 

denied asylum, he decides not to return to Aleppo.  It takes a while for 

Khaled and Wikström to cross paths, but when they do, - Wikstrom offers 

Khaled a job in the restaurant - the ensuing culture clash is drily comic. With 

the help of the Golden Pint’s quirky staff, Wikström sets about 

transforming the place into a sushi restaurant with hilarious results. 

As deadpan as the best of the director’s work, and with a deep well of 

empathy for its down-but-not-out characters, The Other Side of Hope is a 

bittersweet tale of human kindness in the face of official indifference.

Despite its serious subject — the refugee crisis hitting Europe — The 

Other Side of Hope is also very funny, never losing sight of the droll, 

comic upside to life, but never making light of tragedy, either

       Village Voice

Silver Bear for best director, Berlinale

FEATURE / FINLAND / 2O17

“ “

CINEMA 3
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DOCUMENTARY

CALL OF THE WILD

CALL OF THE WILD is supported by McArthur 
Financial, a boutique financial planning firm based in 
Launceston, offering simple solutions for a complex 
world. McArthur Financial believes that everyone 
should have the opportunity to appoint a trusted 
adviser in the journey to financial freedom.

Zach McArthur  
CFP® B.Com, Dip FP, GAICD

Principal Adviser
Authorised Representative of  
Lonsdale Financial Group Limited

ze
st.

 3
76

5_
KS

mcarthurfinancial.com.au

Zach McArthur and McArthur Investments (TAS) Pty Ltd are Authorised Representatives of 
Lonsdale Financial Group Ltd ABN 76 006 637 225 | AFSL 246934

A trusted advisor in your  
 journey to financial freedom.

Wealth  
Creation
by Design.

BOFA FILM FESTIVAL 2O18 25
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CALL OF THE WILD

MOUNTAIN

SATURDAY  1O:15AM RUNNING TIME:  74 MINS

DIRECTOR:  JENNIFER PEEDOM

Only three centuries ago, setting out to climb a mountain would have been 

considered close to lunacy. Mountains were places of peril, not beauty, 

a world to be shunned, not sought out. Why do mountains now hold us 

spellbound, drawing us into their dominion, often at the cost of our lives? 

Mountain is a cinematic and musical collaboration between acclaimed 

director Jennifer Peedom and the Australian Chamber Orchestra, one 

of the greatest chamber orchestras in the world. Shot by the world’s 

best adventure cinematographers, written by best-selling author Robert 

Macfarlane and spoken by Willem Dafoe, this remarkable documentary 

explores the troubled and triumphant history of our timeless fascination 

with mountains.

Sublime, cerebral, poetic and musically evocative, Mountain takes us 

in a floating armchair, sometimes high above the peaks, sometimes up 

close to struggling climbers.  

       Andrew Urban

DOCUMENTARY / AUSTRALIA / 2O17

“ “

CINEMA 3



DON’T LOOK DOWN
TAKE EVERY WAVE
THE LIFE OF LAIRD HAMILTON

SUNDAY  12:OOPMSUNDAY  1O:15AM RUNNING TIME:  93 MINSRUNNING TIME:  118 MINS

DIRECTOR:  DANIEL GORDONDIRECTOR:  RORY KENNEDY DOCUMENTARY / UK / 2O16DOCUMENTARY / USA / 2O17

Don’t Look Down is the untold story behind Sir Richard Branson’s daring 

attempts to cross the Atlantic and Pacific in the mid 80s and early 90s in 

the world’s largest hot air balloon. Oscar-nominated director Daniel Gordon 

captures the intensity and passion of the team that was involved in this 

ambitious project, as well as a first-hand account from Branson himself – a 

dyslexic who can’t figure at one crucial moment which emergency cord to 

pull! The film uses previously unseen footage and interviews with all the 

major players to not only tell the inside story of Branson’s trans-oceanic 

balloon flights, but also to provide a unique look at the man himself, his 

upbringing, his wife’s influence on his confidence and success, the power 

of partnerships and loyalty, and his willingness to embrace risk.

This is the remarkable story of an American icon who changed the sport of 

big wave surfing forever. Transcending the surf genre, this in-depth portrait 

of a hard-charging athlete explores the fear, courage and ambition that 

push a man to greatness - and the cost that comes with it. A dynamic, 

dominating personality, Hamilton became one of surfing’s central figures 

and revolutionized the nature of the sport with such innovations as using 

jet-skis to launch surfers into huge waves.  His  story is so filled with 

dramatic incident and personal and psychological complexity, not to 

mention spectacular visuals of waves upward of 100 feet tall, that it 

compels attention whether surfing means anything to you or not.

Reminds us what real adventure looks like... 

       Film Journal International

A rip-roaring account of a life spent conquering untameable walls of 

water. An exhilarating ride.

       Hollywood Reporter

CINEMA 2CINEMA 3

“
“

“
“
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CALL OF THE WILD

GABRIEL AND THE MOUNTAIN

SATURDAY 2:3O PM RUNNING TIME:  131 MINS

DIRECTOR:  FELLIPE BARBOSA

Fellipe Barbosa’s follow-up to his much-acclaimed debut “Casa Grande” is 

based on school friend Gabriel Buchmann, who traveled to Africa and died 

on the slopes of Malawi’s Mount Mulanje in 2009. Gabriel’s outsize 

appetite matches his impatience to achieve his goals. He’s set the year 

aside to travel the world, before heading to a Ph.D. program at UCLA. The 

film picks him up in Kenya, 70 days before his death, staying with a local 

family. After climbing Kilimanjaro in near-record time, he heads to Dar Es 

Salaam to meet girlfriend Cristina. Gabriel’s joy in a sense of brotherhood, 

his hunger for new experiences and his love for Cristina give him depth. A 

moving look at the transformative nature of travel into the wild, colliding 

worlds, class privilege, and human unpredictability.

Emotionally satisfying and cinematically splendid.  

      Globe & Mail

FEATURE / BRAZIL-FRANCE / 2O17

“

“

CINEMA 2
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DOCUMENTARY

DISRUPTIVE

BOFA is supported by Launtel in presenting 
DISRUPTIVE, 
challenging and thought provoking  films about 
our ever changing world. Launtel is a Launceston 
company dedicated to making Tasmania Australia’s 
most successful economy through custom phone 
& internet solutions. Launtel offers Blue Ocean 
gigabit, the fastest NBN internet in Australia, and 
100 times faster than the national average,  making 
Launceston and Tasmania the first in Australia to be 
a Gigabit City and Gigabit State. Truly disruptive!

BOFA FILM FESTIVAL 2O18 29
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DISRUPTIVE

THE FUTURE OF WORK AND DEATH

FRIDAY  1O:OOAM RUNNING TIME:  88 MINS

DIRECTOR:  SEAN BLACKNELL & WAYNE WALSH

The Future of Work and Death tackles the big questions about the 

exponential growth of technology and where it is taking us.  Future 

technology could significantly change the two inevitable features of the 

human experience; punching the clock and fading away. This controversial 

doco explores how technological advances over the next 30 years could 

cause job obsolescence;  how digital immortality may not be a thing of 

science fiction. But are we ready to work less and live longer? Does working 

less mean living more and is ending ageing incumbent on us? Worldwide 

experts in the fields of futurology, anthropology, neuroscience and 

philosophy share their thoughts on the lives of future generations.

Essential viewing...an undoubtedly forceful piece that delivers a 

coherent commentary on one of the most apparent yet ignored subject 

matters of our times.  Thought-provoking, thrilling and massively 

engaging. 

       UK Film Review

DOCUMENTARY / USA / 2O17

“ “

CINEMA 3



THE LANGUAGE OF 
MANY OTHERS BERLIN FALLING

SUNDAY 2:3OPM SUNDAY 4:3OPM
CINEMA 2

RUNNING TIME:  88 MINS RUNNING TIME:  91 MINS

DIRECTOR:  JULIA LANGHOF DIRECTOR:  KEN DUKENFEATURE / GERMANY / 2O17 FEATURE / GERMANY / 2O17

Karl is about to finish high school, his future lies ahead of him. His parents 

are wealthy liberals, so the sky’s the limit for their kids. Karl sees in his 

parents’ world an ill omen of his own future. He spends most of his time on 

the Internet with his blog “LOMO - The Language of Many Others”, collecting 

photographs and videos and asking the question -  is identity just an 

illusion? When a love affair ends, Karl decides that nothing is true, 

everything is random, and begins to play a dangerous game, where his blog 

followers take control of his life with near-disastrous results. A 

contemporary coming of age film that takes these new online arenas — in 

which teenagers get to make the mistakes they’ve always made but in a 

more public forum than ever before — as a simple fact in a disrupted world.

Presented in partnership with Movie Metropolis, whose Peter Krautz will 

conduct a Q &A 

Presented in partnership with Movie Metropolis, whose Peter Krautz will 

conduct a Q &A 

Premiering (naturally) at the Berlin Film Festival, this first feature from 

actor/director Ken Duken is an exciting thriller which slowly builds tension 

to an explosive climax. Frank has left his career as an elite soldier and 

wants to rebuild his life in Brandenburg. He is on his way to meet his 

daughter, Lily, after a long separation. As he stops at a gas station he 

meets Andreas, who needs a ride to Berlin. Reluctantly, Frank agrees to 

take Andreas with him – unaware that he has a gun in his pocket and a 

bomb in his backpack. Andreas forces Frank to take him to Berlin where, in 

the middle of Christmas celebrations, he plans to carry out a brutal attack. 

The plot is frighteningly similar to the real-life attack on a Christmas market 

in Berlin. With elements touching on terrorism, alt-right conspiracy and 

post traumatic stress this is a film for these turbulent times

Julia Langhof’s fresh-faced debut is both timely and timeless - 

a dynamic story about coming of age as part of a privileged online 

generation. 

       Variety

Gripping indie thriller about a terrorist attack in the German capital 

eerily echoes recent real-life events.

       Hollywood Reporter

CINEMA 2

“

“

“ “
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DISRUPTIVE

A FANTASTIC WOMAN

SUNDAY 3:OOPM RUNNING TIME:  1O4 MINS

DIRECTOR:  SEBASTIAN LELIO

Many will remember Sebastian Lelio’s previous film Gloria, one of the hits 

of BOFA 2013. In his latest film, Marina and Orlando are in love and planning 

for the future. Marina is a young transsexual waitress and aspiring singer. 

Orlando, 20 years older, falls ill and dies after celebrating Marina’s birthday. 

Instead of being able to mourn her lover, suddenly Marina is suspected of 

being involved in his death. Orlando’s ex-wife forbids her from attending 

the funeral and Orlando’s son threatens to throw Marina out of the flat 

she shared with Orlando. For most of Orlando’s family, her sexual identity 

is an aberration, a perversion. Marina battles the same forces that she has 

spent a lifetime fighting to become the woman she is now - a complex, 

strong, forthright and fantastic woman, wonderfully portrayed by Daniela 

Vega.

Lelio is a fine director and he handles this tragic story with tenderness 

and insight, and also with a firm control over the film’s superb visuals. 

But the lasting impression is that of Vega’s performance as Marina.  

       David Stratton

Superb cinema... a film that lingers. It aches with sensitivity, bristles 

with pain and reassures by the strength and determination of the 

human spirit.  

       Urban Cinephile

FEATURE / CHILE / 2O17

“

“

“

“

CINEMA 3



That’s Not Me: The Making of a Low Budget Australian Success Story 
Made on a shoestring budget of just $60k, That’s Not Me was a 
breakout indie success of 2017 - playing to sold out audiences 
at film festivals around the world and garnering a slew of rave 
reviews. This is a rare interactive session where Alice Foulcher 
(writer/producer/actor) and Gregory Erdstein (writer/director/
producer) tell you everything you ever wanted to know about 
making that feature film you’ve got in your head - from script 
development, through to production and distribution.
Book your free seat at thatsnotme.eventbrite.com.au

Check out these FREE Action Sessions on topical issues and film-making 
skills and see what YOU can do differently in the world. All sessions at TasTAFE, 

Drysdale Campus, 93 Paterson St, Launceston.

Firestick Cultivation: 
Did the original custodians of our land have it right?
After an introduction by director Roger Scholes (The Tale of Ruby 
Rose), speakers will discuss whether the management of our 
vulnerable high country might learn much (or not) from the original 
custodians of Tasmania high country. Speakers include high 
country expert Harold Riley, historian Professor Henry Reynolds, 
plus speakers who have been invited from Parks and Wildlife, 
Wilderness Society, Tasmanian Land Conservancy and the 
Tasmanian Aboriginal community.
Book your free seat at firestick.eventbrite.com.au

Fighters for Food
Join Ronni Kahn (Food Fighter, OzHarvest Founder and CEO) and  
Suzy Muir (Suzy and the Simple Man) with leading Tasmanian 
food activists to hear the lessons learned in the fight to make 
our wonderful food products accessible to all through education, 
sustainable practices and addressing the issue of surplus food. 
Book your free seat at foodfighters.eventbrite.com.au

Chris Haywood: An Actor’s Life
Sara Cooper (Cooper Screen Academy) will interview Chris 
Haywood, one of the iconic figures of Australian cinema with roles 
in The Cars That Ate Paris, Newsfront, Breaker Morant, Man of 
Flowers, The Man From Snowy River, Malcolm, Muriel’s Wedding, 
Shine, Beneath Hill 60, Razorback and Sleeping Beauty – oh, and 
the star of The Tale of Ruby Rose! 
Book your free seat at chrishaywood.eventbrite.com.au

From Concept to Screen: Writing and Directing Indigo Lake
Martin Simpson is an author, script-writer and director with 
numerous short films to his name. The creation of the concept and 
the bringing to the screen of his 2017 Cannes film festival entry, 
Indigo Lake, offers an insight into the long journey from idea to 
reality in today’s film industry. 
Book your free seat at indigolake.eventbrite.com.au

12:3O-2PM

1O-11AM

2:3O-4PM

11:30AM
-12:3OPM

1-2:3OPM

SUNDAY 2O MAY

SATURDAY 19 MAY
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A DAY ON THE KINGSWAY
SUNDAY 2O MAY

BOFA at the Village Cinema, Brisbane Street is just around the corner 

from The Kingsway, making it a great place to go for a coffee, burger, 

meal or drink or to buy some outdoor or designer made gear. A Day on 

the Kingsway will make a visit even more attractive! 

A Day on the Kingsway is a one-day street party celebrating eating, 

drinking and living in Tasmania.

STALLS WILL OFFER:

• A chance to meet one of Tasmania’s best distillers and taste their 

products

• Hand made locally produced craft goods

• Meet the brewer and try a paddle of amazing local beers

• Catch up with local artists and talk about and buy their amazing 

pieces

• Locally produced world class cheese, wine and more

• And many more!

In partnership with BOFA and the 30th anniversary of The Tale of Ruby 

Rose, the iconic Tasmania story set in the Walls of Jerusalem, there will 

be a salute to high country living with:

• Photo exhibition of high country life (MacPac)

• High country demonstrations of hut making, shingle splitting, timber  

working, clothes making, wool spinning and camp cooking

• Don’t miss the fiery debate on “Firestick Cultivation: Did the original 

custodians of our land have it right?” (see page 33 of this programme 

for more details and book a free seat)

WHEN: Sunday 20 May, 11am – 8pm

WHERE: The Kingsway, Launceston

This is a FREE family event. Join us before or after a BOFA film to enjoy 

the best Tasmanian food and drink – and experience a piece of 

Tasmania’s past. Suitable for adults and kids!

34
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TICKETS
HOW TO BOOK & 
BUY YOUR FILM TICKETS

Choosing your films to book is easy. Over the page is the day by day schedule of what films are 

screening in what Village Cinema venue. Each film has a page number next to it so you can go back 

and read the programme information again if you want. All films have trailers on-line or just go to 

www.breath-of-fresh-air.com.au to see all about the films and click through to a trailer. You can book 

for one film or as many as you like. You choose exactly what you want to see when you book online, by 

phone or at the box office. Single tickets are $17.50 or $16.50 concession* for all films. 

*Concession prices apply to Senior Card holders, all Film Society and TasTafe staff/students.

BUY IN BULK AND SAVE: When you buy 10 or more tickets the price per ticket drops to $15. And 

remember, tickets are transferable, so buy in bulk and spread them around to a partner, the family, a 

group of friends or your local team or club and save! Note: bulk buy tickets must be bought in person at 

the box office or by phoning 1300 555 400

OPENING NIGHT AFTER PARTY: Henry’s (61 Cameron St), Thursday 17th, 9-11:30pm.

Book separately only at henrysafterparty.eventbrite.com.au 

*Note: Tickets to the Let the Sunshine In can be bought at the standard prices.

COCKTAIL PARTY WITH WENDY WHITELEY: Design Centre (Corner of Brisbane & Tamar St), Friday 

18th, 5-7pm.

Book separately only at wendywhiteley.eventbrite.com.au 

*Note: Tickets to the Whiteley film can be bought at the standard prices.

ONLINE:
villagecinemas.com.au/cinemas/
launceston

IN PERSON:
Village Cinemas, 163 Brisbane 
Street, Launceston

PHONE:
1300 555 400

BOFA HOTEL
Hotel Grand Chancellor (4.5 star) 
offers BOFA attendees 15% off 
best available rates. Go to

goo.gl/8LFeif

BOOK AND BUY 
BOFA TICKETS

$35/person
TICKETS

$35/person
TICKETS
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THURSDAY

CINEMA 1

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

CINEMA 2

CINEMA 3

CINEMA 2

CINEMA 3

CINEMA 2

CINEMA 3

CINEMA 4

1OAM

1OAM

1OAM

1OAM

11AM

11AM

11AM

11AM

12PM

12PM

12PM

12PM

1PM

1PM

1PM

1PM

2PM

2PM

2PM

2PM

3PM

3PM

3PM

3PM

Indigo Lake
1hr 33mins

Don’t Look Down
1hr 33mins

A Fantastic Woman
1hr 44mins

God’s Own Country
1hr 44mins

Take Every Wave
1hr 58mins

Last Men in Aleppo
1hr 44mins

Jane
1hr 3Omins

p.13 p.27

p.9p.27

p.17

1O:OOAM

1O:15AM

11:3OAM 2:3OPM

12:3OPM

12:OOPM

That’s Not Me
1hr 25mins

Mountain
1hr 14mins

The Other Side of Hope
1hr 4Omins

Edie
1hr 42mins

Gabriel & the Mountain
2hr 11minsp.13

p.26

p.81O:OOAM

1O:15AM 2:3OPM

12:OOPM 2:3OPM

1O:OOAM
The Future of Work & Death
1hr 28mins

Back to Burgundy
1hr 53mins

Faces Places
1hr 29minsp.3O p.2112:OOPM 2:3OPM

Pecking Order
1hr 28mins

Suzy and the Simple Man
1hr 31mins

School of LIfe
1hr 56minsp.16 p.2212:OOPM

Food Fighter
1hr 26mins p.2212:15PM

1O:OOAM 2:OOPM

The Language of Many
1hr 28mins 2:3OPM

TIMETABLE

36
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4PM

4PM

4PM

4PM

5PM

5PM

5PM

5PM

6PM

6PM

6PM

6PM

7PM

7PM

7PM

7PM

8PM

8PM

8PM

8PM

9PM

9PM

9PM

9PM

A Fantastic Woman Mamil
1hr 44mins

p.31

p.32

p.18

p.195:3OPM3:OOPM

The Other Side of Hope Lean On Pete
2hrs 1mins

The Square
2hr 22mins

Gabriel & the Mountain Namatjira Project
1hr 27mins

The Tale of Ruby Rose
1hr 4Omins

p.23 p.9 p.1O

p.28 p.18 p.14

4:45PM 7:15PM

5:15PM 7:3OPM p.14

Buena Vista Social Club Adios
1hr 5Omins

Edie
1hr 42mins

Whiteley
1hr 3Omins

p.16 p.17 p.8

p.12

5:OOPM 7:3OPM

8:3OPM

Pop Aye
1hr 44mins

Let the Sunshine In
1hr 34minsp.7 p.7 p.54:3OPM 7:OOPM

Others
4:3OPM

Berlin Falling
1hr 31mins p.31
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www.launceston.tas.gov.au

Proudly 
supporting  
fresh ideas  
and innovation.
We’re proud to  
support the Breath of 
Fresh Air Film Festival 
as part of our Signature 
Sponsorship Program.

CO
L0

46
2

0462 BOFA 2018 ad
Proof to: steve.alden@launceston.tas.gov.au 
Please note, white margin around art.
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2O18 BOFA SUPPORTERS
GOVERNMENT PARTNERS

BOFA PROGRAM PARTNERS

FESTIVAL SPONSORS

graphics | signs | displays

MEDIA PARTNERS
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Isaac Cini
Freelance Illustrator
cini.design

Lucas Grenda
Freelance Graphic Designer
lucasgrenda.me

Cat Kerr
Freelance Visual DesignerCK

Joseph Bunton
Freelance Graphic Designer
josephbunton.com

This fine BOFA Film Festival programme has been designed, printed and distributed by a team of 
leading Tasmanian companies and individuals including:

Foot and Playsted is a Tasmanian-owned fine printer which is committed to quality results, 
innovative ideas, superior service and the Tasmanian community. Their support for BOFA and 
other festivals, events and community activities makes them MUCH MORE THAN JUST FINE 

PRINTERS.

S Group. Motivated by their vision to positively impact their communities both locally and 
globally, S Group are proud to have been recognised as the 23rd fastest growing business in 

Australia.

Design students Joseph Bunton, Lucas Grenda, Isaac Cini and Cat Kerr redesigned the BOFA 
logo, programme and website – an outstanding achievement and a clear sign that these young 

designers have world-class careers ahead of them!
 

Tony Walker, Helen Tilbury, Jen Murnaghan (Digital Dandy), Trish Lake (Freshwater Pictures), and 
Owen Tilbury researched and curated the films, as well as writing the reviews and programme 

information.

BOFA’s amazing volunteers distributed the programme state-wide as well as making the 
festival run smoothly in all its many ways.

 Thanks everyone

Owen Tilbury

Festival Director

PROGRAMME DESIGNERS


